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~ THE STORY IN BRIEF ~

Theme: Looking for love.
Storyline: Zee experiments.

~ THE MOMENTS ~

Babes in Boyland
Seven Days

This Weird Thing Called Love
And Then So Soon

Confusion
If We Keep Flirting
Feeling Possibilities
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~ THE STORY BEGINS ~
BABES IN BOYLAND

Again, this is one of those modern love stories, -
one that starts with an ending.

But this isn’t opera - arias about desperate longing.

Instead Zee hooks up with Liana, an old friend
who’s also, at the saying goes, alone.

.
Together they check out what’s out there.

Zee and Liana are suddenly transported 
into the land of babes in boyland, 
the land of the personals in print 

and of male profiles online, 
a new sampling offered daily - 
their daily set of matches, 

their own private daily menu. 

They can wink. They’re winked at. 
They can send emails. They gets emails.

They can compare notes.

And then there are calls, voices on the phone.
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BABES IN BOYLAND

babes in boyland
babes in boyland
 profiles online
 voices on the phone
 we don't need to be alone

we're
babes in boyland
tele-swingers
online minglers
singles
  our profiles on the line
  our words doing fine

getting words responding

   liked your message

   we have a lot in common

   you sound like 
    the ideal woman
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babes in boyland

 while home alone
 close to the phone
 often online
 reading messages
 choosing voices
 making choices
  about strangers
  to write or not to write
  to chat to not to chat
  to call or not to call
  to see or not to see
  those are the questions
   we answer

 while reading answers
 while listening to voices
 while talking to strangers
   again and again

babes in boyland
among hundreds of profiles
a world of babes in boyland

   attractive, tall and slim
   funloving, sporty, curvy
   creative, caring, smart
   I like plays, walks, books, art
   I can be passionate
        sensitive
        stubborn
        gentle
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babes in boyland
enjoying
practicing
 how to relate
 to strangers

 while inside, old voices

  never talk to strangers

  and why not, mom, 
   as long as I play it safe

  you can never be too safe

  mom, nothing ventured, 
   nothing gained

  wait and see

but 
babes in boyland
we don't wait
we make dates
 while playing it safe
 even asking for ID's
  before doing something as risky
   as sharing    a car

we let a friend know
 where we'll be 
 and with whom

babes in boyland
we're not on our own
we don't go it alone
we compare notes
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what do we do next?
 that is the question
 we play with

babes in boyland

women
making a chance
at romance
meeting strangers
who want to meet
women
taking a chance
at romance

it's 
tiring 
delightful 
enticing 
overwhelming
exhausting
exhilarating

we're not lonely tonight
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~ BEGINNINGS ~ 
SEVEN DAYS 

One morning, something dawns on Zee.

The sorrow so wide, so deep, so long, 
she realizes, is gone. 

Seven days have passed without it.
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SEVEN DAYS

7 days in a row
 happiness
  joy
 happiness

7 days
like a sunny spell
 after a winter
  from hell

7 days and still going

I keep waiting
 for my inner weather
  to be breaking

But even waiting
 I feel a flowing glowing

In the mirror too 
 it's showing, even (it seems) growing

Doors inside 
 are opening
Air is blowing
 between rooms
tugging, towing 
stuff from shadows and gloom
 to bask in the sunlight 
 of a warm afternoon 
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I draw on memories
   on hope
   on the good things
   that come
    my way

I draw on talents
 skills
 willingness
 on all that brings
   hope
   every day

Now 7 days in a row
  joy
 happiness

7 days
like a sunny spell
 after a winter
  from hell

I keep waiting
 for thunder clouds
  and icy rain
for joy to be sucked 
 down the drain
But even waiting
I feel a flowing glowing
and I'm told it's showing
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A warming breeze is blowing
 curtains aside
 opening wide
 the rooms inside
 to a fresh tide
  of air
 throwing
  shifting sunlight 
  on the walls
  on all
  that's inside

7 days - and still going
  joy
 happiness

Not flat like a fog
 even like gloom
but like a 
 changing tune
room
 for variety
 pauses
 quiet
 sadness
 drifting
 anger
 thinking things through
 and then too
 bursts of true
  ecstasy
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Yes
doors inside 
 are opening
Air is blowing
 between rooms
tugging, towing 
stuff from shadows and gloom
 to bask in the sunlight 
 of a warm afternoon 
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~ MOODS CHANGE ~
THIS WEIRD THING CALLED LOVE ...

7 days of happiness - a fabulous beginning - - 
but Zee knows she isn’t where she wants to be. 

Going through all those profiles,
exchanging emails, calls,

meeting for coffee, maybe having supper -
it’s a bit like being at a busy bus stop, 

lots of busses coming, 
most not going where she wants to go.

This whole thing called love 
comes to feel more and more weird.
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THIS WEIRD THING CALLED LOVE

What is this weird thing
 called
  falling in love?
What is this weird thing
  the sexual buzz?
And what about 
 choosing
  whom to love

The more I experience
 the more I'm confused

The weirdest people
 call up
  a sexual buzz.
And as for falling in love ... 

the more I experience
 the more I'm confused
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~ THE STORY CONTINUES ~
AND THEN SO SOON ...

All the same, Zee sticks it out at the love bus stop.
She keeps looking at every bus that approaches. 

She knows one has to be the right one.

Not yet. Over and over, not yet.
Interesting possibilities.
Totally unsuitable options.

And then, a special meeting ...

Zee soon hears old love songs in her head ...
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AND THEN  SO SOON

We meet
and then 
so soon
so soon
we start
from not
so very
far apart
to move
come close

yes we meet
and soon
we start
from not
so very far apart

   Hold me close
   Never let me go
   Hold me close
   Melt my heart like April snow

Not so very
far apart
and yet
strangers when we meet
when we greet
with a smile
take a walk
for a while
when we talk
start to know
we might
want to go
further
get to know
one another
closer
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   Hold me close
   Never let me go

   Marry me
   Down from Alabam
   Sarah's homemade jam
   Marry me

we talk
far
into the might
walk
far
into each other's lives

then meet again
nothing feels right

meet again
something fits
seems to knit
seems to mesh

we meet
flesh to flesh
a lot
doesn't mesh
yet

   Hold me close
   Marry me
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and then
once again
like softly falling
spring rain
that melts
the last snow
your words
come to me
Marry me

   You want to marry
   Let's marry

your arms feel right
yet hard to believe
that two strangers 
could meet
get so close
in a week
that one could say
Marry me
and know he
means it
from deep inside
or does he?
I can’t decide

because this isn't
a fairy tale
it even feels
so every day
and yet not stale
 not pale
 not like a jail
like
 perhaps a home
 a new home
space for me
and space
to join
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   Marry me
   Down from Alabam
   Sarah's homemade jam

Maybe
I say
hoping the maybe will change
fearing the maybe will change
wondering what will change

   Country roads
   Take me home
   To the place 
   I belong

You love me
securely

   Country roads

You hold me
I feel you
could it be true
 what you say
and could there be
 enough

   Marry me
   Country roads
   Melt my heart
   Like April snow
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Maybe it's true
maybe
I love you
 too
securely
and maybe
maybe soon
we'll marry

   Country roads
    Take me home
   Marry me
   Melt my heart 
    Like April snow

I love your touch
and touching you
being close
until almost
I could believe
there'll be a we
not just a you and me

You hold me close
yet still
I can breathe
 freely
a relief
and a longing
to stay close
almost
as if not just for now
somehow
as if

as if

   Marry me
    Sarah's homemade jam
   Country roads
    Take me home
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My heart's at peace
or partly 
there's also fear
you might just
disappear
you could you know
you might change
 your mind
or your heart
 might find
it's had enough
and I wonder too
 do I love you
  enough

 Hold me close
 Help me believe
 very deeply
 you love me
 so I can love
 securely

 Hold me close
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~ IT’S NOT ALL CLOSENESS ~
CONFUSION 

But is this love?
On her side, is she falling in love?

Confused, senses reeling, 
Zee asks herself,

what is she feeling?

In a way, she knows.
Confusion.
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CONFUSION

Confusion
This thing leaves me reeling
Not about what I'm feeling
My feeling is confusion

     Will it be yes
            Will it be no

Confusion
While you are certain
But I am reeling
Not about what I'm feeling

    About will it be yes
            Will it be no

I'm unsure

My heart has stayed
    quiet
    on the sidelines
    waiting
    hesitating

Yes or no?
All systems go?
All systems wait?
I hesitate
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I'm unsure
Could I have more
          with another?
Or could you be
          enough for me?

Confusion

No solution
          but to wait

Confusion
This thing leaves me reeling
Not about what I'm feeling
My feeling is confusion

Eyes closed
          this feels enough

Then my eyes open
Hard to love
          just one face
Eyes open
          I'm groping
                 to see
                 if I could feel
                 love enough
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You say
        you love me
but will there be
        love enough
between
        you and me
so we can breach
   what keeps us split
   what keeps me
        hesitating
        unsure

Confusion
This thing leaves me reeling
Not about what I'm feeling
My feeling is confusion

     and also love
     tenderness

I rest
     in your arms
stillness
     from deep within
stillness
     as we touch
          skin to skin
silence
stillness
hold me close
almost
     as if
         this could stay
            always
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maybe
this love
      will be enough

hold me close
peace
while I
      hesitate

Confusion
No solution

        but to wait
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~ AND THEN, MORE THAN CONFUSION ~
IF WE KEEP FLIRTING

Just what is she feeling? 
Zee still isn’t sure.

And of course nothing stays the same.
It’s not all pure bliss.

Friction. Little tensions here and there.
He doesn’t like this. She doesn’t like that.

A bit of backing off.

Instead of wanting to rush forward,
Zee comes to a very interesting question.

What will happen if they continue - 
if they continue this more than flirting?

There’s more to the question:
Could they be making, creating 

this thing called love?
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IF WE KEEP FLIRTING

I'm not confused
I'm uncertain
If we keep flirting
Could it be
Could we be making
    creating
 this thing called love?

I'm uncertain
 hesitating
My heart is waiting

I'm not confused
I have mixed feelings
Are the cards dealing
us hands with hearts?
Could we be making
    creating
 this thing called love?

I'm not certain
But I am hoping
If we keep stroking
Could it be
Could we be making
    creating
 this thing called love?
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There is attraction
and there is friction
     contradictions
 Nothing certain
Things keep shifting
 There are blunders

Yet could it be
If we keep flirting
If we keep stroking
Not too many blunders
That we'll be drifting
 to this thing called love?

Contradictions
and friction
Attraction
and action
Flirting
Uncertain

Could it be
Not like lightning
Not like thunder
But by to and froing
We are going
 quite some wonder
Toward making
 creating
This thing called love?
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Ever closer
 But I'm unsure of
Ever warmer
 But there are blunders
We move farther
  apart
 Rumblings
 Grumblings

Do we start
  leaving
Or could it be
 by to and froing
 that we are going
  toward
 making
 creating
  this thing called love?

It might be
up to us

And that is frightening
More than a bolt of lightning
  a flash of passion
To think
 we might be choosing
 not just losing
  our heads
To think
 we might be choosing
 to go ahead
  toward
 making 
 creating
  this thing called love
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And yet it's become true
I do love you
  sort of
and you love me too
  sort of
even though I'm still uncertain
 how well we fit
 if this is It

Yet if there's a choice
with my heart and my voice
I'd like to keep flirting
 stoking
  the inside fire
 building
  the desire
 choosing
  to be losing
   my head
 choosing
  to be making
   creating

  this thing called love
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~ MORE UPS THAN DOWNS ~
FEELING POSSIBLITIES

Sometimes Zee wishes this were the first time - 
no bad memories that make her doubt 

there will be a happy ending.

Some days she’s sure 
they’re on the way to creating 

a strong lasting love.

Other days don’t feel so good. 

Still, Zee feels alive with possibilities.

She feels strong in a way that comes from knowing 
she can get back up if she gets hurt. 

She remembers a carnival and a stand with a doll 
that kept popping up each time it was knocked over.  

Zee feels like that long-ago doll. 
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FEELING POSSIBILITIES

I know how I feel
 I feel strong
  yet open
This is real
 coming from
  my center

I remember a carnival
 and a stand with a doll
that kept popping up
 each time it was
  knocked over

In a way 
 that's how I feel
as if something in me
 strong, centered, real
keeps bringing me back to myself
 ready to go onward

I do want to avoid
 more blows to my emotions
I would rather be given
 hugs and kisses
  signs of devotion

Still 
if hurt comes
I'd rather not be crushed
 or prematurely go bust
  my face in the dust
when so much could still
 be in store for me
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I remember that carnival
 and that stand with a doll
that kept popping up
 each time it was
  knocked over

I have hope
 that is real
I know
 that I feel
  possibilities

Who are you
tell me true
Could we reach
each to each
Could there be
possibilities
And then too
is it true
you have much to give
 from you
as I do

I feel ...  curiosity
I feel ...  impetuosity
    tenacity
    perspicacity

But most
I know my eyes are looking
 from deep inside
 open wide
 to possibilities
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I feel 
 my body long to move
  not like that doll
  at that long-ago carnival

My body longs to move
 in a dance for two
 bodies close
 then apart
 time for eyes
 to chart
 in imagination
 limitless
 possibilities
which can't all be made real

but which might indicate
 we might find
 we could relate
 long and deep
 far and wide
 to each other

if we could
 fast or slow
 in stages
 or an even flow
 in a rhythm
 that fits us
 build upon
 and flow from
  a strong and loving center
where there can be trust

that the caring won't go bust
 because of old anger
  encrusted
   with rust
 because of too much fear
  of loving
   closeness
 because of ...
  whatever
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Instead
we could strive
to bring things alive
 in ourselves
 and each other
 and between us

I know how I feel
 I feel strong
  yet open
This is real
 coming from
  my center

I remember a carnival
 and a stand with a doll
that kept popping up
 each time it was
  knocked over

I have hope
 that is real
I know
 that I feel
  possibilities

Who are you
tell me true
Could we reach
each to each
Could there be
possibilities
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Could we strive
to bring things alive
 in ourselves
 and each other
 and between us
 unknown possibilities
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~ THIS IS NOT THE ENDING ~

Zee knows very well that this is not the ending.
She knows the story will continue.

She wishes she knew how to make sure 
there would be a happy ending.

All she knows is to keep trying.

In her mind, once more she hears the cowboy’s words,
always remember you’ll do fine. 
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COMING UP NEXT ...

~ LOVE GAMBLE ~

Theme: Gambling on love.
Storyline: Zee and Jack love each other.

TAKE A LOOK  ...

Love Gamble

More eBooks

Elsa’s Words and Music 

Zee’s Cafe Cafe

contact 

. 
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~ when  written ~

BABES IN BOYLAND
August 20, 1994

SEVEN DAYS 
June 11, 1994

THIS WEIRD THING CALLED LOVE
July 24, 1994

AND THEN SO SOON
September 4, 1994

CONFUSION
September 4, 1994

IF WE KEEP FLIRTING
October 29, 1994

FEELING POSSIBILITIES
June 27, 1994

CONFUSION - THE STORY
Theme: Looking for love.
Storyline: Zee experiments.

1999

and the story continues ...

LOVE GAMBLE
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